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Abstract:
Syntactic theory has traditionally adopted a constructivist approach, in which a set of atomic elements
are manipulated by combinatory operations to yield derived, complex elements. Syntactic structure is
thus seen as the result or discrete recursive combinatorics over lexical items which get assembled into
phrases, which are themselves combined to form sentences. This view is common to European and
American structuralism and different incarnations of generative grammar, transformational and nontransformational. Since at least Uriagereka (2002), there has been some attention paid to the fact that
syntactic operations must apply somewhere, particularly when copying and movement operations are
considered. Contemporary generative theory (e.g., Chomsky, 2019) has thus somewhat acknowledged
the importance of formalising aspects of the spaces in which elements are manipulated, but it is still a
vastly underexplored area. In this paper we explore the concept of workspace and its role in current
generative theory, aiming at a precise characterisation of what workspaces are and how their
properties determine possible syntactic configurations. We further analyse the consequences of
conceptualising ‘syntax’ as a set of operations that affect spaces rather than combine discrete
elements.
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1. Introduction
Phrase markers, or structural descriptions for natural language sentences, are usually
conceived of as sets. Transition rules (as in classical formal language theory; Hopcroft & Ullman,
1969; Chomsky, 1957) or stepwise discrete combinatorics (the Minimalist Program’s Merge;
Chomsky, 1995 and much subsequent work) produce sets of terminal and non-terminal elements; in
linguistic terms, these are usually identified as lexical items and phrasal nodes, respectively. In
transformational generative grammar, a recurrent topic has been the need to hold on to structure,
either because it needs to be kept within probing memory for further operations (for instance,
indexing) or because it has been subject to a reordering rule. We can exemplify these cases in (1a-c)
1)

a. Maryi thinks [that Peter likes [an old picture of herselfi]]
b. Which picture of herself does Mary think that Peter likes which picture of herself?

Operations that make reference to previous derivational steps, or to chunks of structure, imply
that syntactic objects of variable complexity are stored somewhere, where they can be accessed and
where rules of the grammar can relate initially distinct and separate derivations. In recent generative
theory there has been mentions of workspaces (e.g., Müller, 2004: 298; Kato et al., 2016; Collins &
Stabler, 2016; Jayaseelan, 2017; Chomsky, 2019; Chomsky et al., 2019), but very often without deep
formal discussion or definitions: a detailed discussion about what a workspace actually is, what
adding a workspace to the grammar actually means, and what the consequences for the architecture of
the grammar and the generative power of the system are is still missing in contemporary generative
theory. The purpose of this paper is to make explicit exactly what thinking about workspaces commits
us to in formal terms, and how we can make use of mathematically explicit characterisations of spaces
to our advantage in syntactic theory. In order to do this, we will need to define what spaces are, which
in turn will require the introduction of some core notions in topology. This is important and necessary
since the tools that topology puts at our disposal can help us define the properties of spaces that are
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relevant for syntactic computations and therefore evaluate recent proposals critically at both
theoretical and empirical levels.
It is important to note that viewing phrase markers as topological objects is not necessarily a
new idea: already Bach (1964: 71) formulates conditions on phrase markers (P-markers) in terms of
their ‘topological’ [sic] properties:
A proper P marker (when represented in tree form) is a topological structure of lines and
nodes conforming to the general requirement that a unique path be traceable from the
termination of every branch to the point of origin of the whole tree (or for that matter from
any node to any other node) (our highlighting)
This perspective allowed for the formalisation of conditions over structural descriptions in graphtheoretic terms (e.g., Zwicky & Isard, 1967; McCawley, 1968; Morin & O’Miley, 1969; Kuroda,
1976; also Arc Pair Grammar; Johnson & Postal, 1980 and its spiritual successor, Metagraph
Grammar; Postal, 2010. More orthodox generative analyses in graph-theoretic terms are to be found,
e.g., in Kracht, 2001; Beim Graben & Gerth, 2012). In these works, operations apply to nodes,
creating or deleting edges, in order to establish syntactic dependencies. Let us see a simple example.
Assume that we have a phrase marker in which objects X and Y are in a local relation, as represented
in (2):
2)

Z
X

Y

Now suppose that there is some relation R between X and Y: for instance, say X theta-marks Y. That
relation needs to be maintained throughout the derivation, or reconstructed at the level of semantic
interpretation if disrupted by a reordering or deletion rule. We have seen some problems with the
latter option, so we would like to give some general prospects to explore the former. Let us now
introduce a further element in the derivation, W, which requires a local relation with Y in order to
satisfy some requirement (which one in particular is not relevant for the present argument). W is
external to {X, Y}, following a cumulative approach to derivational dynamics (which Chomsky,
1995: 190 encodes in the so-called Extension Condition1):
3)

U
W

Z
X

Y

But, what happens if a local configuration between W and Y is required (because, for instance, Y
satisfies a criterial feature on W), and such relation cannot hold if X is in between? A displacement-

1

The EC was initially formulated as follows:
Suppose we restrict substitution operations still further, requiring that Ø be external to the targeted
phrase marker K. Thus, GT and Move-α extend K to K*, which includes K as a proper part (Chomsky,
1995: 190).
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as-movement approach can either (a) move Y to a higher position in the checking domain of W
(extending U), outside the scope of X leaving a co-indexed trace behind (the so-called trace theory),
or (b) copy Y and re-introduce Y in the derivation (the so-called Copy Theory of Movement CTM, or
Copy+Re-Merge theory; Chomsky, 2000; Uriagereka, 2002; Nunes, 2004; Johnson, 2016 and much
related work). Both options are diagrammed below:
4)

(a)

(b)

U
Yi

Y

U
W

U
W

Z
X

U

ti

Z
X

Y

In both cases, the structure is extended by means of extra nodes: in (a), we add a trace of Y, an index
to Y and t, and expand U; in (b) we add a copy of Y and similarly expand U. In both cases, there is a
local relation between W and Y, as required (because there is no other head between these two nodes),
but at the cost of introducing inaudible structure. Moreover, the very idea of copying requires not only
an operation that takes Y and somehow produces another Y, but this has to happen somewhere: an
explicit workout of the concept of workspace seems to be unavoidable, yet there is no explicit
characterisation of what workspaces are and how they interact with the generative procedure in
mainstream Minimalism. To give a recent example, Chomsky et al. (2019: 236, 245) explicitly say
that
MERGE operates over syntactic objects placed in a workspace: the MERGE-mates X and Y are
either taken from the lexicon or were assembled previously within the same workspace
All syntactic objects in the lexicon and in the workspace WS are accessible to MERGE; there is
no need for a SELECT operation (as in, e.g., Chomsky 1995). WS represents the stage of the
derivation at any given point.
In this context, the lack of specific accounts of the properties of the workspace where operations are
supposed to apply, or even an explicit definition of what a workspace is is rather surprising, and many
questions arise: does the stage of the derivation at any given point include all objects in the lexicon?
How is lexical insertion formulated in such a system? What are the consequences of this assumption
for algorithms of probing within the workspace? (e.g., the establishment of filler-gap dependencies),
among others. These questions cannot be answered if we do not first know exactly what a workspace
is. The absence of detailed discussion about the nature and properties of the workspace is also
concerning because the properties of the workspace may impose hard conditions on the operations
that can apply; if syntactic operations apply to objects in a space, those objects need to be
characterised as array of components in that space. In turn this has deep consequences for an account
of dependencies between objects (see Section 5): the very notions of local and non-local dependency
need to be reconceptualised depending on what is available at every derivational step. Chomsky et al.
(2019: 236) refer the reader to Collins & Stabler (2016), who in turn define that:
Definition 10. A stage (of a derivation) is a pair S = <LA, W>, where LA is a lexical array and
W is a set of syntactic objects. In any such stage S, we will call W the workspace of S.
[…]
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by convention we will reserve the term “syntactic object” for those elements built up in the
course of the derivation and contained in the workspace.
In this context, and considering Chomsky’s view in comparison to Collins & Stabler’s
(Müller’s 2004: 298 goes along the lines of Collins & Stabler’s), it is unclear whether the workspace
is (i) a syntactic object (or set thereof) or (ii) a buffer / memory stack / working memory where
syntactic operations apply2. If the workspace is the phrase marker itself (or the structure plus the
entirety of the lexicon, as in Kato et al., 2016: 35), then how does it help at all in properly formulating
a theory of copies (vs. occurrences or repetitions)? Does the workspace play any role in defining
locality relations (can it, if it also comprises the lexicon)? Let us focus on copying. In both senses of
workspace the problem of having to define exactly how and where copies are temporarily stored
(among other issues) still arises. Interestingly, Collins & Stabler (2016) do note that
In minimalist literature, the term “workspace” is also used in a sense where two syntactic
objects which are being built in parallel occupy two different workspaces. These two different
workspaces are combined at some point in the derivation (see Nunes 2004: 140). We do not use
the term “workspace” in this sense in our formalization. At any stage in the derivation there is
only one workspace. Formalizing the alternative in our framework would not be difficult.
However, that formalisation has not been made, to the best of our knowledge. Thus, the veil
around the concept of workspace, what it is, and what it does, remains firmly in place.
The mention of a workspace in the formulation of the structure building operation (External
Merge) is only in some sense a novelty, since it has been around (more or less explicitly) in several
Minimalist accounts of structure mapping (i.e., Move / Internal Merge): ‘moving’ a syntactic object
has been looked at in terms of Copy + Re-Merge of that object (see Chomsky, 2000; Nunes, 2004;
Johnson, 2016 for a variety of perspectives). The Copy-based approach has some fundamental
problems, pertaining to the lack of explicitness about the specific mechanism involved in Copying.
Stroik & Putnam (2013: 20) formulate the issue very clearly:
To “copy X” is not merely a single act of making a facsimile. It is actually a complex three-part
act: it involves (i) making a facsimile of X, (ii) leaving X in its original domain D1, and (iii)
placing the facsimile in a new domain D2. So, to make a copy of a painting, one must
reproduce the painting somewhere (on a canvas, on film, etc.), and to make a copy of a
computer file, one must reproduce the file somewhere in the computer (at least in temporary
memory). (highlighting ours)
Note that this issue arises in both versions of workspace seen above: the workspace as a syntactic
object or as the space where syntactic operations apply (and which properly contains the phrase
marker being built). In addition to the problem posed by lexical selection and lexical insertion in the
new definition of MERGE, new questions arise. Is the workspace co-extensive with the phrase marker
or does it contain the phrase marker? When a syntactic term is being copied (including sidewards
2

In programming languages like Python, expressions are assigned addresses, which are accessed in the
execution of a program by means of variables. It is even possible to access the memory address by means of a
specific function, id(…). It is also possible to create local variables, which get created every time a function is
called and erased when the function returns an output; this kind of operation would be analogous to the
procedure to create copies in movement operations (since the copy is created and stored only temporarily, to be
merged later in order to satisfy some featural requirement). In this case, we need two ‘spaces’: the ‘shell’ (where
the program is executed) and the list of objects in memory (which contains the address, type, and value assigned
to each variable). We will come back to the issue of addresses in Section 4.
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movement, as in Nunes, 2004), the original position of this object and its target position are
structurally distant, which also means there are derivational steps in between the introduction of these
two positions: where is the copy kept active / accessible throughout this process? And, furthermore, if
syntactic movement is triggered by the need to valuate / check / delete uninterpretable features on the
moved element, the goal of Agree (and possibly also on the probe), how is the system capable of
relating the pre-movement and the post-movement instances of the relevant syntactic object if their
featural composition is different (Krivochen & Saddy, 2016)?
This problem, the lack of attention to where syntactic operations apply (i.e., the lack of a
systematic analysis of syntactic workspaces and the way in which they interact with, affect, or
constrain operations), is not exclusive to the Minimalist copy theory of movement or the revival of
Generalised Transformations in the original definition of Merge (see fn. 1). Consider Fiengo’s (1977:
44-45) decomposition of the general rule Move-NP within the framework of the trace theory (which
was replaced by the copy theory in Minimalism; see Chomsky, 2000 for some discussion):
…movement of NPi to position NPj (where A and B are the contents of these nodes) in (30)
yields (31) as a derived constituent structure.
(30) … NPj … NPi …
|
|
A
B
(31) … NPi … NPi …
|
|
B
e
On this view, NPi and its contents are copied at position NPj, deleting NPj and A, and the
identity element e is inserted as the contents of (in this case the righthand) NPi, deleting B
under identity.
Note that, once again, we need to copy NPi at B and store it somewhere for a derivational step3, before
inserting it at A. It is important to point out that the problem of specifying where operations take place
arises both in the case of External and Internal Merge. Stroik & Putnam (2013: 21) point out that the
distinction between EM and IM can be rethought within a Copy-only system in which differences are
determined by the source and the goal of the Copy operation (Lexicon-to-phrase marker vs. phrase
marker-to-phrase marker): this reworking of IM and EM, unlike the orthodox Chomskyan version,
makes it explicit that IM and EM differ in terms of the spaces that get accessed in each case and how
the targeted syntactic object is affected –whether the space gets extended or not- (see also Stroik,
2009 and Putnam & Stroik, 2010). EM is actually more complex than the latter, in some (informal)
3

It is worth remembering at this point that the computational system in generative grammar, from the early days
of LSLT and the Standard Theory to contemporary models, is an example of the so-called Von Neumann
architecture (Von Neumann, 1945). In this architecture, which is implemented by Turing Machines, at any given
time only a single agent in the computational architecture could be active. This condition translates to an
inherent sequentiality of computation. Consider, for instance, that in rewriting rules, the ‘Traffic Convention’
ensures that rewriting applies from left to right, one symbol at a time. Thus, in a sequence XYZ, where X, Y,
and Z are intermediate, or ‘nonterminal’, symbols, a rule rewriting X must apply before a rule rewriting Y. In
the case in which we have XY, however, rewriting either first results in equivalent derivations, at least formally.
See Chomsky (1956: 117) for some discussion; and Chomsky (2008, 2013) for a phase-head driven derivational
system which requires all probing operations triggered by a phase head to proceed simultaneously (this is
particularly problematic because even in a Turing machine there should be one instruction per search and
instructions are carried out sequentially).
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sense, as it involves a relation between two distinct spaces, and possibly a further operation of
selection such that only some elements of the Lexicon are used in a given derivation (e.g., Chomsky,
2000: 101; see also Chomsky, 2012: 3). This is a direct and unavoidable (as far as we can see)
consequence of dissociating lexicon from syntax and these two from the ‘interfaces’: a core
assumption in lexicalist generative grammar is that syntax, semantics, and morpho-phonology are
distinct components and that of these only the syntactic component produces structure. It is interesting
to note that the operation Transfer, which takes syntactic domains and sends them to the interfaces,
has been looked at from the perspective of what gets transferred (Chomsky, 2001; 2004; 2013; 2015);
this is a crucial aspect of phase theory. Deciding which the phase heads are (only C, v? Also T,
varying parametrically? -e.g., Gallego, 2010- Maybe D as well? -Chomsky, 2000-) and whether it is
the complement of the phase head or the full phase that gets transferred (e.g., Epstein et al., 2015;
Bošković, 2016) have been rather major questions in the Minimalist agenda. However, little if
anything has been said about where these syntactic objects are transferred from and whether the space
to which they are transferred has the same properties as the source. In other words: are the interfaces
isomorphic to the syntactic workspace? If so, why and how? If not, why not and in which ways? One
way to think about this is in terms of multiple-tape automata and multiple stacks instantiating memory
buffers (see Uriagereka, 2014, 2018 for some discussion that seems to go in this direction). In such a
view, workspaces are tapes in a traditional automata-theoretic sense (Turing, 1936; Hopcroft &
Ullman, 1969), and syntactic computation proceeds by transitioning between states until the
computation halts because the input tape does not satisfy the structural description for any rule. We
will not review the extensive literature on formal language theory or its applications to natural
language grammar, but it is worth noting that a strongly derivational system based around the notion
of cycle faces certain difficulties when mechanically implemented in an automaton of the kind
suggested in the literature4. Coincidentally, non-local dependencies are the ones that motivated the
notion of workspace in syntactic theory to begin with.
In this paper we address some of the problems and questions that arise when the notion of a
workspace is embedded in the context of syntactic theory with the purpose of aiding in assigning
structural descriptions to natural language strings, and propose a way in which thinking about
syntactic workspaces in terms of topological spaces (rather than stack tapes or other kinds of
mechanistic memory buffers) has some important empirical and theoretical consequences. We are
primarily concerned with two aspects in the analysis of syntactic dependencies involving X, Y, W as
in (4): (i) the distance between X and Y and W and Y in the definition of syntactic relations, and (ii)
the properties of the spaces where these dependencies are defined. These concerns are (not so)
implicit in the idea of long distance dependencies and discontinuity, a major topic in syntactic
research (see, e.g., Wells, 1947; Ross, 1967; Postal, 1998; Sag, 2010; Putnam & Chaves, to appear,
for a healthy variety of perspectives). In this paper we will aim at defining workspace in a
mathematical sense: the syntactic workspace will be defined as a topological space. In this context,
we will focus on a topological interpretation of the notion of distance between elements in that space
that we can use to shed new light on the problem of syntactic dependencies assuming with MGG that
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As far as we know, the only explicit implementation of a derivational system without representations in
automaton form is Medeiros’ (2018) ULTRA model, which is based on a Context-Free stack-sorting mechanism
which acts as a mapping between two arrays: the input string and the so-called functional sequence (Cinque,
2004 and much related work). The ULTRA model is a very robust method to derive legitimate orders within a
single derivational space (as can be seen in Medeiros’ account of Greenberg’s Universal 20), but its
applicability is less straightforward when we deal with instances of substitution or adjunction (Joshi, 1985;
Frank, 2002, 2013). This is so because there does not seem to be a clear way to implement dependencies across
tapes or sorting mechanisms, each corresponding to a local workspace.
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operations (in particular, Copy and Re-Merge, but also indexing and the determination of structural
contexts for occurrences of syntactic objects) occur somewhere. However, we will depart from MGG
in the characterisation of the operations themselves: their input, their inner workings, and their output.
In MGG, MERGE (and previously, IM and EM) combine recursively syntactic objects in a
workspace, the syntactic operations affect the syntactic structure making it grow (as per the Extension
Condition) but do not, at least explicitly, affect the workspace. In addition to providing a definition of
workspace and analysing its consequences, we will propose that computational operations transform a
space rather than combining (Merging, concatenating, etc.) a set of discrete syntactic objects. It must
be borne in mind, however, that we present a topological view of syntax, not the only possible one.
The mathematical properties of spaces that we will describe here may be compatible to different
extents with several versions of MGG including Chomsky’s recent ‘reformulation’ of Merge
(Chomsky, 2019; Chomsky et al., 2019; see also Epstein et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2016).
2. On some properties of topological spaces
In order to fully understand what assuming workspaces in syntax commit us to, some
definitions are in order. First, we need to introduce the concept of topological space (see Sutherland,
2009: Chapter 5 for basic notational and terminological points). A topological space is defined as a set
of points, along with a set of neighbourhoods for each point, which satisfy a set of axioms relating
points and neighbourhoods. This is a very general definition, and we need to get into some details.
Let A and B be points in a space X. Then, we need to define the neighbourhoods of A and B,
call them U(A) and U(B). If X is a topological space and A is a point in X, the neighbourhood of A is
a subset U of X that includes an open set V containing A (Reid & Szendroi, 2005: 108). In simpler
terms, the neighbourhood of A in X is a set properly containing A where one can move that point
some amount without leaving the set. If we now consider distinct points A and B in X, we can now
define conditions pertaining to the relation between U(A) and U(B), which will define different kinds
of topological spaces. A topological space X is Hausdorff, or T2, or separated, if any two distinct
points in X are separated by disjoint neighbourhoods. It is completely Hausdorff if any two distinct
points in X are separated by disjoint closed neighbourhoods. The distinction between closed and open
neighbourhoods is essential, since bringing points closer together (thus affecting the distance function
between them) can make their neighbourhoods intersect if these are open5. A set is open iff it is a
neighbourhood for every one of its points, and closed otherwise. We can provide a graphical
representation of disjoint closed neighbourhoods for A and B:
5)

U(A)

U(B)
• A

• B

The notions of open and closed neighbourhoods should resonate with the syntactician; after
all, the projection of a head H can be characterised as its neighbourhood and edge phenomena also
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We can choose between different axioms which relate points and their neighbourhoods, and the specific
axioms that we choose gives us a classification of spaces. Furthermore, we can define functions that take us
from one kind of space to another (for technical details, see e.g., Willard, 2004; Hazewinkel, 2001; Sakai, 2013).
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require the definition of an appropriate metric with respect to the head of an endocentric structure. In
other words, WP and YP can be defined as the neighbourhood of X in (6):
6)

XP
WP
X

YP

In this context, if WP is accessible from outside XP, then we can define the neighbourhood of
X to be open. Accessibility is a central concept in contemporary generative theory, which is heavily
based on operations over features: valuation, inheritance, sharing, donation (Chomsky, 2008; Ouali,
2010; Epstein et al., 2015; Zeijlstra, 2020); to such an extent that other operations, like labelling, are
seen as parasitic on Agree (Chomsky, 2013, 2015; see also Zeiljstra, 2020). This of course represents
a drastic departure from the framework of formal language theory that generative grammar was born
out of, since labels no longer constitute a set of nonterminal nodes to be manipulated by rewrite rules,
but are rather the output of other syntactic operations (Minimal Search, Agree, etc.). These operations
rely on syntactic objects being close enough to establish a dependency: from the beginning of
Minimalism, economy principles like Minimal Link and Shortest Move (Chomsky, 1995: 297) were
aimed at reducing computational complexity in derivations by re-casting long-distance dependencies
into sets of local chains (see Martin & Uriagereka, 2014 for discussion). We need to consider the issue
of accessibility in more detail.
Specifically, for instance, Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) Phase Impenetrability Condition depends
on how much the edge of a syntactic object comprises; in other words, what counts as close enough to
the phase head to undergo Transfer:
PIC1 = In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside α; only H
and its edge are accessible to such operations (Chomsky, 2000: 108)
PIC2 = The domain of H [a phase head] is not accessible to operations at ZP [the next phase];
only H and its edge are accessible to such operations. (Chomsky, 2001: 14)
Second-order conditions over operations like Agree (including varieties of Minimality; see e.g.,
Rizzi, 2016) also crucially depend on there being an unambiguous definition of distance between
points in the space where the phrase marker is defined. Counting the number of edges between objects
A and B, where A probes for B (as in Kayne, 1984) requires taking the graph-theoretic view of phrase
markers literally (such that structural descriptions are sets of vertices connected by edges where
dependencies between syntactic objects are defined in paths), which in turn undermines its cognitive
plausibility (as has been pointed out by Chomsky himself). This view has additional empirical
problems, analysed in detail in Krivochen (2018b) (see also Hornstein, 2009 for a different
perspective). But even if we wanted to maintain the requirement that structural descriptions have only
the format of binary-branching trees, the problem of defining the properties of the spaces where these
trees are derived and how to establish (or block) relations between distinct local domains in a way that
does not require introducing additional principles (like the PIC itself) but rather follows from
fundamental properties of these spaces remains unaddressed. It may thus be worth turning towards the
question of whether there are properties of the ‘workspace’ which can deliver these properties.
We must get into some detail about types of spaces. Intuitively, points in a space can be close or
far apart to different degrees: we can call the function that defines just how close or far apart points
8

are the metric of the space. A metric space is a set of points together with a metric defined over that
set, which specifies the distance between members of that set. We have suggested above that distance
is a crucial notion in theoretical syntax; now we will see how a formal definition of workspace in
topological terms can help us capture the theoretical insights. The distance d over a set X is a function
defined on the Cartesian product X × X; d will be called a metric iff the following properties hold
(Searcóid, 2006; Kaplansky, 1977; Sutherland, 2009):
7)

For x, y, z points in a metric topological space,
a. d(x, y) > 0 if x ≠ y (positive property)
b. d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y (identity property)
c. d(x, y) = d(y, x) (symmetric property)
d. d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) (triangle inequality)

The distance function d(x, y) → |x – y| defined on ℝ × ℝ (the set of real numbers) is called an
Euclidean metric on ℝ. Distances in Euclidean spaces, except in special cases, are not only real, but
also positive. We also want to preserve topological distinguishability: two distinct points A and B in
X can be arbitrarily near or far apart, but never have 0 distance (given 7a, b). A and B have a 0
distance in a metric space iff A = B.
The triangle inequality is a crucial property: it determines that distances in metric spaces sum:
informally, if A is m away from B and B is n away from C in a line defined in X, then A is m + n
away from C. This is an essential property of metric spaces, because it allows us to formulate the
notion of closeness in comparative terms, such that A is closer to B than C if d(A, B) < d(B, C) (i.e., if
m < n). What distance is measured in terms of may vary (total number of nodes, number of cyclic
nodes, number of nodes and edges, number of potential governors for a specific syntactic relation…),
but its importance cannot be denied for the theory of syntax. We can see a very early example of an
explicit use of distance in the formulation of a transformational rule in Rosenbaum’s (1965: 10)
formulation of what later became equi NP deletion:
A NPj is erased by an identical NPi if and only if there a Sα such that
i)

NPj is dominated by Sα

ii)

NPi neither dominates nor is dominated by Sα

iii)

For all NPk neither dominating nor dominated by Sα the distance between NPj and NPk is
greater than the distance between NPj and NPi, where the distance between two nodes
is defined in terms of the number of branches in the path connecting them (highlighting
ours)

More recently, the anti-symmetric perspective on phrase markers (Kayne, 1984, 1994, 2018;
Moro, 2000), which strongly advocates for a priori reasons to have uniform binary-branching trees,
also makes explicit reference to distances between nodes in trees; the heavy use of set-theoretic
terminology must not obscure the fact that graphs are sets as well (see e.g., Wilson, 1996). Kayne’s
(1984) take on the Empty Category Principle and Chomsky’s (1995) Shortest Move and Minimal
Link Condition economy principles, to give just two examples, crucially depend on there being a way
to determine, given syntactic objects A, B, and C, whether a ‘minimal’ operation (e.g., MERGE) can
relate A and B or A and C. Syntactic operations over features or feature bundles may thus be
constrained in terms of how much structure is there available to probe into; if such operations apply to
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syntactic objects in a workspace, then defining a metric on that space becomes an important part of an
adequate meta-theory for these syntactic operations. Chomsky (2019: 280) goes as far as equating
accessibility in the workspace with recursion, although no argument is provided to this effect (and
recall the difficulties posed by defining the workspace as the phrase marker itself). We may speculate
that this identification is due to the assumption that if something is accessible it may be used in future
operations, but this leaves aside and unaccounted for the issue of lexical selection and the construction
of lexical arrays. In other words, it side-steps the issue of how the system knows what elements it has
to work with. The notion of accessibility is left undefined in Chomsky (2019), but if we take the idea
that operations apply in a workspace seriously, then we can provide an answer: accessibility is defined
in terms of A being contained in an open neighbourhood if it is to be targeted by a distinct syntactic
object B. Closed neighbourhoods, thus, prevent accessibility.
Let us go back to the formulations of the PIC above. We can compare the probing space that
each of them allows for (see also Müller, 2004, 2011):
8)

[CP… [C…[TP… [T…[vP Ext Arg [v…[VP… [V Int Arg]]]]]]]]

In (8), the search space for an operation triggered by T is only Spec-v according to PIC1, but all
the way to the complement of V according to PIC2 (since T is not a phase head). The extra probing
space in PIC2 seems to be required for the movement of VP internal subjects (unaccusative / ergative
subjects) to Spec-TP, triggered either by a feature in T before the merger of C or by a feature
inherited by T from the phase head C. In any case, and empirical issues notwithstanding (e.g.,
pertaining to the choice of phase heads, the issue of whether more than one specifier position is
indeed allowed, etc.), it seems clear that (a) the notion of distance is essential in the formulation of
syntactic operations and conditions over these, and (b) if this notion is to be implemented in a system
that also assumes the existence of a workspace, then it stands to reason that distance be defined in
terms of properties of the workspace.
The concept of neighbourhood may provide us with more than we realise prima facie in terms of
linguistic analysis: in phase theory it is necessary to identify designated nodes as ‘phase heads’, and
cyclicity is driven by the opacity effects defined by the PIC; however, since phases are defined purely
in terms of syntactic properties (being probes for Agree), there is currently no semantic
(propositional) or lexical motivation for phasehood in the Chomskyan version of the theory (see e.g.,
Chomsky, 2008; Gallego, 2010; Bošković, 2020). However, this need not be so: if cycles are
structured as the neighbourhood of lexical heads (as opposed to being the complement of functional
heads, as in phase theory), then we can use the concept of workspace and the auxiliary notions it
forces us to define to our advantage, pursuing a better theory of the syntax-semantics interface.
Concretely, we have in mind a proposal like Frank’s (1992, 2002), in the context of Tree Adjoining
Grammars (TAGs):
Condition on Elementary Tree Minimality: Each elementary tree consists of the extended
projection of a single lexical head (Frank, 1992: 53)
The syntactic heads in an elementary tree and their projections must form an extended projection
of a single lexical head. (Frank, 2002: 22)
The appeal of TAGs for a syntactic approach that takes workspaces seriously is hard to overstate.
In a TAG, the grammar generates a set of elementary trees, which are combined into derived trees by
means of operations of substitution and adjunction (Joshi, 1985). But the main point here is that the
development of TAGs found in Frank (1992, 2002) and Joshi & Schabes (1991), known as lexicalised
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TAGs (LTAGs) allows for a lexically-semantically motivated definition of local domains, in particular
if we add the requirement that
Every syntactic dependency is expressed locally within a single elementary tree (Frank, 2013:
233)
We can exemplify the descriptive power of such a definition of local domains. Krivochen &
García Fernández (2019, 2020) argue, on empirical grounds, that a monotonic, Merge-based phrase
structure grammar provides inadequate structural descriptions for sequences of auxiliary verbs in
Spanish, and that considering the notion of neighbourhood in syntactic terms is empirically fruitful.
Consider (9a) and (9b):
9) a. Juan tiene que estar trabajando
J. Aux.Mod.deont Aux.prog working
b. Juan está teniendo que trabajar
J. Aux.prog Aux.Mod.deont work
Both (9a) and (9b) are grammatical and acceptable sentences in Spanish. Crucially, they are not
synonymous: in (9a) the obligation pertains to a current, progressive event of working; in (9b) the
progressive affects the obligation, but not the event of working. Therefore, (9b) does not entails ‘John
is working’, since the progressive only affects the modal, but not the lexical verb. In the
aforementioned works, it is proposed that this is so because estar does not have scope over trabajar,
which in phrase structural terms means that estar cannot c-command trabajar (Ladusaw, 1980; May,
1985 and much related work). Furthermore, there is no evidence that either order is derived from the
other via movement or any other kind of structure mapping: both are equally ‘basic’. We may
consider another example, which features a modal auxiliary <tener que + infinitive> and an aspectual
phasal auxiliary <empezar a + infinitive>:
10) Juan tiene[Modal] que haber empezado[Phasal] a trabajar
J. has that to-have started to work
‘John has to have started working’
The lexical verb [trabajar] is not accesible to [tener que], only to [empezar], with perfective [haber]
being a functional auxiliary modifying [empezar]. Specifically, the obligation ([tener que]) pertains to
start working, not to the whole event of working. Moreover, it is possible that lexical information is
lost for further computations in a phase-based model: If the projection of Aux, call it AuxP, is defined
to be an impenetrable domain, how can the lexical verb be interpreted? Particularly, under the
assumption that VP (or vP, the difference is immaterial here) is a domain of its own.
This brief discussion serves the purpose of illustrating two points: on the one hand, the inadequacies
of structural uniformity and the necessity to chunk structure into smaller domains (in TAG terms,
elementary trees), on the other, the relevance of the concept of the neighbourhood of a lexical head in
structural terms: in a lexicalised grammar, the units of computation are precisely the neighbourhood
of lexical heads (Frank, 1992, 2013; XTAG group, 2001). The notion of metric space allows us to
formulate an explicit definition of workspace which is instrumental in defining a framework where
locality and accessibility can be linked to properties of the spaces where derivations take place.
Furthermore, it allows us to have a characterisation of syntactic terms in that space: as in Sarkar &
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Joshi (1997), we can define for each element in the neighbourhood of a lexical head (and the lexical
head itself) an address which corresponds uniquely to a region of the space6
2.1 An alternative view: ultrametricity
However, metric spaces instantiate only one kind of topological space. Thus, we need to consider
possible alternatives before settling for metric spaces as the way to formalise syntactic workspaces.
Here is where ultrametricity comes into play. An ultrametric space (the term is due to Krasner, 1944),
which is a specific instance of topological space, is a set of points with an associated distance function
d mapped onto the set of real numbers ℝ such that the following conditions hold (Kaplansky, 1977;
Artin, 1967; Murtagh, 2004a, b):
11) a) d(x, y) ≥ 0 (positive property)
b) d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y (identity property)
c) d(x, y) = d(y, x) (symmetric property)
d) d(x, z) ≤ max{d(x, y), d(y, z)} (Ultrametric Inequality)
Above, we defined Hausdorff and completely Hausdorff spaces. As a reminder, a topological space X
is Hausdorff if, for x and y distinct, topologically distinguishable points in X, there exists a
neighbourhood U of x and a neighbourhood V of y, and (U ∩ V) = {Ø} (this is called the ‘separation
axiom’, and the Hausdoff characteristic of ultrametric spaces will be very important below). A space
is completely Hausdorff if any two distinct points in X are separated by disjoint closed
neighbourhoods: x and y are separated by closed neighborhoods if there exists a closed neighborhood
U of x and a closed neighborhood V of y such that U and V are disjoint (Munkres, 2000; Willard,
2004). This condition on separation imposes stronger restrictions on completely Hausdorff spaces than
in Hausdorff spaces, because the former specify closed neighbourhoods: as illustrated in (5a, b)
having disjoint closed neighbourhoods for x and y entails that x is not accessible to y and y is not
accessible to x, furthermore, no point in the neighbourhood of x is accessible to any point in the
neighbourhood of y and vice versa. In syntactic terms, think of completely opaque domains: a
syntactic term all of whose terms are inaccessible to operations triggered from outside that term. It is
not clear whether such terms exist in natural language, but this is an empirical question. Plausible
candidates for units with closed neighbourhoods are syntactic objects that cannot be embedded (and
thus not even their root can be targeted by syntactic rules -like substitution or adjunction-):
imperatives (Schmerling, 1982), vocatives, and interjections (Chomsky, 2008: 139).
Ultrametric spaces have interesting topological properties, some of which we summarise here. For
instance, only a subset of isosceles triangles is allowed, given the replacement of the triangle
inequality that holds for metric spaces by the ultrametric inequality in (11d). Equilateral triangles are
also allowed. But perhaps most relevantly, as a consequence of the ultrametric inequality, every point
within a sphere is the center of the sphere (given a constant distance function between distinct points);
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In a lexicalised grammar like the one assumed here, the distinction between lexical and functional categories is
not one of featural composition or anything of the sort, but rather of the size of its neighbourhood: because
neighbourhoods of lexical heads contain (in the version explored in Krivochen & García Fernández, 2019, 2020)
the lexical head, plus functional modifiers (aspectual and temporal auxiliaries), and the arguments of the lexical
head, the neighbourhood of a lexical head is a superset of the neighbourhood of the same element in a functional
use (e.g., Spanish ir ‘to go’ as a lexical unaccusative verb vs. <ir a + infinitive>, the periphrastic future form;
Italian avere -lexical transitive- vs. <avere + participle>, a perfective auxiliary). See also Manzini & Savoia
(2011) for related discussion.
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this is known as ergocentricity (Hughes, 2003: 159). This is intimately related to the following
consequence of the Ultrametric Inequality7:
e) ||x + y|| = ||x||
where || · || is a length function which assigns a number to each element of a group; in this case the
number pertains to the distance of a point to the origin of coordinates. Note that this means that, in
ultrametric spaces, distances do not sum. Gajić (2001: 96) puts it in the following terms:
Remark: Let [a topological space] X ≠ Ø, [with a] metric d defined on X by
d(x, y) = {

0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑦
1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

[then, the] so-called discrete metric is ultrametric
We have introduced ultrametricity because (a) we need to evaluate some alternative to metric
spaces in order to properly argue for their adequacy, and (b) ultrametricity has a prominent role in
some proposals about the mathematical nature of phrase markers in generative grammar that also
adopt a topological perspective (Roberts, 2015; Uriagereka, 2012: 43-45). After all, ultrametricity has
been used as a model for taxonomy and hierarchical structure in a variety of disciplines, including
physics, data science, and biology (Murtagh, 2004a; Rammal et al., 1986; Gavryushkin & Drummond,
2016). Furthermore, Hughes (2003) presents an explicit equivalence between infinite single-rooted
trees (including Cantor and Fibonacci trees) and finite ultrametric spaces (see also Dovgoshey &
Petrov, 2019); this is relevant since models of syntactic structure that propose a Fibonacci provenance
for X-bar theory are forced to expand the X-bar schema infinitely (e.g., Uriagereka, 2014; Medeiros &
Piattelli-Palmarini, 2018); however, we need to note that Roberts (2015) sticks to local X-bar trees. A
careful consideration of ultrametricity seems thus to be justified at least conceptually.
Recall the two properties of ultrametric spaces that we highlighted above: (i) every point
contained within a sphere is the center of the sphere and (ii) distances do not sum (we are
distinguishing these two for expository issues, but they follow from the same property). We need to
consider the following question seriously: is it tenable, under present assumptions, to claim that
syntactic workspaces are (or can be) ultrametric?
A potential argument in favour of ultrametric phrase markers comes from the use of equidistance
in the formulation of mapping operations, in particular Agree. In these cases, there is a probe and
multiple goals that, despite occupying distinct positions in a binary-branching phrase marker (and thus
being more or less distant from the probe in terms of number of nodes), are considered to be at the
same distance from that probe for purposes of some specific operation. Let us illustrate the relevant
configuration:

7

A simple proof can be found at https://planetmath.org/UltrametricTriangleInequality
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12)

XP
…

X
…

ZP
YP

ZP
WP

Z’

Z
In this context, define the domain of X as the set of nodes contained in the maximal projection of
X (i.e., XP) which excludes X. Furthermore, let the minimal domain of Z be the set of categories that
are only locally related to the head8. Consider the case where X is a probe for movement: will it target
YP or WP? Chomsky (1995: 169) says
If α, β are in the same minimal domain, they are equidistant from γ.
In particular, two targets of movement are equidistant if they are in the same minimal domain.
(Chomsky, 1995: 169)
(See also Lasnik, 2009; Hornstein 2009: 42, ff.; Boeckx, 2008: 145; for similar definitions of
equidistance)
This means that YP and WP are equidistant for purposes of operations at X, despite the fact that,
strictly speaking, YP c-commands WP asymmetrically. The theory of locality sketched in Chomsky
(1995) requires this notion of equidistance for reasons related to feature-checking and movement
(thus, intra-theoretical requirements). We may provide a couple of examples (which can also be found
in the references above). In a case like
13) T seem [to himi] [theyk to like John*i/j]
The question Chomsky considers is whether there is anything blocking raising of they to Spec-T: note
that there seems to be a Principle C violation if John is coindexed with him, which suggests that him
c-commands John; crucially, Chomsky assumes that seem ‘has two internal arguments’ (1995: 280),
the PP [to him] and the clause [they to like John] (i.e., the experiencer is not an adjunct). Under this
assumption, a possible ‘solution’ (the details of which we will not consider here) is that they and him
are equidistant, which allows they to move to Spec-T to check a Case feature without him being an
intervening element in terms of Minimality.
Along the same lines, we may consider (again with Chomsky, 1995) the case in which V raises to
AgrO under Larsonian shells (a configuration like (14) below): both VP shells constitute the minimal
complement domain (or just internal domain) of the complex head [V+AgrO]. Since NPSubj and NPObj
8

Symbolically,
The minimal domain Min(δ(CH)) of CH is the smallest subset K of δ(CH) such that for any γ ∈ δ(CH),
some β ∈ K reflexively dominates γ. (Chomsky, 1995: 274)
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are in the same minimal domain, they are equidistant for purposes of operations triggered by the
complex head. In this way, NPObj can apparently ‘cross over’ NPSubj in order to check Accusative Case
in Spec-AgrO with the complex [V+AgrO]: the object NP is not really ‘crossing over’ the subject and
violating a locality condition (Attract Closest / Minimal Link / Shortest Move), since NPSubj and NPObj
are equidistant from AgrO. Let us diagram the situation:
14)

AgrOP
Spec

AgrO’
AgrO+V

VP1

Minimal complement domain
of [AgrO+V]

V1’

NPSubj
tV

VP2
NPObj

V2’
tV

Considering AgrO after V has moved up, we have marked the minimal complement domain of the
complex head [AgrO+V]. According to Chomsky’s definition, since NPSubj and NPObj are within the
same domain (regardless of the fact that NPSubj still asymmetrically c-commands NPObj and so on),
they are equidistant from this complex head and thus either could move to Spec- without violating
Shortest Move.
This issue has been taken up in more recent works, which attempt to define a notion of distance
that is not based on node counting, under the (reasonable) assumption that ‘grammars do not count’.
For example, Hornstein (2009: 38) proposes that distance is based on comparing the set of nodes
involved in a movement path for possible targets, with shorter paths being properly contained in
longer paths. Graphs are abandoned in favour of sets. The grammar must then contain a mechanism
that evaluates the relation between two (or more) sets and is capable of identifying if one of those sets
is a subset of the other. If multiple specifiers of Z are equidistant to X since their paths are not proper
subsets of each other (ZP need not be counted twice in each set), then (12) is equivalent to (15):
15)

XP
…

X
…

ZP
Z’

YP

WP
Z
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(15) violates the venerable axiom of ‘binary branching all the way down’. This leads us to a further
conundrum: extra structure between YP and WP is needed for linearisation purposes (Kayne’s 1994
Linear Correspondence Axiom; see also Uriagereka, 2012) but not for the computation of paths? In
this context, both definitions of equidistance (Chomsky’s and Hornstein’s) seem equally stipulative.
What happens in an ultrametric phrase marker? No ‘set comparison’ mechanism needs to be
invoked since, by virtue of the ultrametric inequality, all points within the neighbourhood of a head
are indeed equidistant. However, even though such a perspective may be useful in some instances
(anti-superiority effects, the so-called ‘experiencer paradox’ seen above, and the like), we need to
consider the ramifications of the claim that the syntactic workspace is ultrametric. True, it would
provide a straightforward characterisation of equidistance (if needed at all) and connect phrase
structure with the dynamical frustration between the semantic and morpho-phonological components
of language, but it would also pose severe problems. Not the least of which is the fact that things like
subject-object asymmetries would become impossible to formulate: under the VP-internal subject
hypothesis, both the subject and the object of a transitive construction would be generated in the
neighbourhood of V: does that mean that are equidistant from V? The relation between internal
arguments and the V is of a different kind, ‘closer’ in a sense, than the relation between the external
argument and the V: the Aktionsart of VP is defined at the level of V+Obj, excluding the subject (the
well-known alternation between, say, paint {for two hours / *in two hours} and paint the portrait
{?for two hours / in two hours}). Or, even worse: does that mean that all syntactic terms are the center
of that local neighbourhood (thus, the identification of the lexical anchor in an elementary tree would
become impossible)? Equivalences between infinite single-rooted trees (or finite non-directed trees)
and ultrametric spaces notwithstanding, the applicability to syntactic trees is limited: in taxonomical
models which make use of ultrametric trees with bottom-up algorithms, the point is to have the
distance from the root to any leaf be equal.
In MGG, locality effects are well-documented (Ross, 1967 and much work ever since); the
intuition that ‘short’ movement paths are preferred to ‘longer’ ones when both are available (e.g.,
Rizzi, 1990; Chomsky, 1995) seems to be empirically supported. But, that points towards metricity
rather than ultrametricity as a proper characterisation of the syntactic workspace. So, is ultrametricity
a useless exercise? Not quite, from our perspective. The properties of ultrametric spaces, while not
viable for syntactic structural descriptions, do make thinking about the lexicon easier: after all, not
only do we have distinguishability in ultrametric spaces, but also the fact that distances do not sum
entails that we can think of the lexicon as an associative network in which there are no biases:
anything can, in principle, be selected and connected to anything else. Once elements from the lexicon
enter into syntactic relations (and only then), we can define variable distances in the context of a
phrase marker. Following this reasoning, if the lexicon needs to maintain distinguishability but not
have pre-encoded biases (in the form of distances), then an individual’s lexicon is an underlying field
of connectivities between unobservable states, which become observable only after Spell-Out. The
topology of this field is ultrametric, and thus each element of the lexicon should be connected to every
other by a constant distance d. When a set of items enter syntactic relations, their distance changes,
and this impacts the ultrametricity of the lexicon. With reference to this point, Uriagereka (p.c.) says
that
The idea is that when you merge, say, “men” into “like arguments” (or some such), you are
literally getting “men” to a proximity w.r.t. “arguments” that it would not otherwise have had
(as compared to, say, “men” and “boys” or “arguments” and “discussions”, say). As a
consequence of the merge, each of the relevant words (understood as information-density peaks
within the space) will obtain new conditions.
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What this means, in the present context, is that a linguistic derivation is a dynamical process, whose
initial state can be described by a certain formalism and which changes in time; the metricity that we
can call upon in the definition of local domains as the neighbourhoods of lexical heads, as suggested
in the previous section, is not an inherent property of the workspace, but rather the result of
perturbations of the initial state of the workspace.
3. Why (and why not) ultrametricity?
The previous section, while objecting to an ultrametric view of syntactic structure, introduced the
proposal that the lexicon is best formalised as an ultrametric space. Furthermore, we can make the
hypothesis stronger by adding the condition that the ultrametric space be completely Hausdorff (recall,
this means that distinct points have disjoint closed neighbourhoods). The distinction between closed
and open neighbourhoods is essential, since bringing points closer together by means of operations
over the space can make these points’ neighbourhoods intersect if these are open. Metric spaces are
typically Hausdorff, but not necessarily completely Hausdorff. This caveat will be crucial for our
conception of what syntax does to the ground state dynamics of the workspace. It is important at this
point to give some thought to the question of how these workspaces come to be: here we will propose
that the ultrametricity of the ground state of the workspace arises as a consequence of a fundamental
tension at the core of language.
Uriagereka (2012, 2014), Krivochen (2018a); Krivochen & Lacková (2020), and Saddy
(2018) –building on Binder (2008) and Moessner & Ramírez (2006)- worked with the concept of
dynamical frustration, the resolution of a clash between mutually opposing requirements over a
system, as a crucial aspect of the architecture of language in cognition (we need to note, however, that
the idea of a tension between mutually incompatible tendencies in language appears, however, already
in Tesnière, 1959: 219). The concept of dynamical frustration appeared in physics in the context of the
study of spin glasses (Stein & Newman, 2011). These are ‘disordered’ magnets, lattices in which
electrons are subject to a pairwise antialignment constraint, which makes the system locally frustrated
(since an electron has to be changing spin permanently in order to maintain the antialignment with its
neighbours). As Rammal et al. (1986: 771, ff.) argue, ‘The crucial ingredients in these models [of spin
glasses] are disorder and frustration.’ Disorder is understood in its usual ‘entropy’ sense -see
Caracciolo and Radicatti (1989) for discussion about the entropy of ultrametric dynamical systems-.
Since the system as a whole cannot achieve a stable state, instead, multiple locally optimal solutions
are found by actants in the dynamical system. However, the concept of dynamical frustration has also
been fruitfully applied to neural assemblies (Papo et al., 2014) and computability (Binder, 2008).
The idea, when applied to the architecture of language, is that morphophonology and
semantics impose orthogonal requirements over syntactic representations: low-dimensional structure

9

1. — The possibility of a term in the structural order having, beyond its unique higher connection, two or
three lower connections […] collides, in its place in a sentence, with the impossibility of a word in the
spoken string being immediately in a sequence with more than two adjacent words […] In other words,
every structural node is susceptible to the creation of bifurcations, trifurcations, etc…, that are
incompatible with linear order.
3. — There is thus a tension between the structural order, which has several dimensions […], and the
linear order, which has one dimension. This tension is the squaring the circle of language. Its resolution
is the sine qua non condition of speech.
4. — The tension between the structural order and the linear order can only be resolved by sacrificing at
least one linear sequence at the point of placement in the sentence. (Tesnière, 1959: 21. Translation:
Susan F. Schmerling. Highlighting ours).
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on the phonological side (essentially a Saussurean requirement; see also Scheer, 2013; Idsardi &
Raimy, 2013 for finite-state low-dimensional approaches to phonology) and multidimensionality and
higher-level relations in the semantic side (see Hinzen, 2009: 31 for a Minimalist perspective on
‘multi-dimensional thought’ and how the computational system ‘boosts the dimensionality of the
human mind’; also Mori, 2005; Uriagereka, 2008: Chapter 6). The idea that language, as a cognitive
capacity, serves as a dynamical resolution of a tension between mutually incompatible requirements is
also at the core of the concept of psychogrammar in Bever (1975: 64-65), with the difference that in
the present view the conflict between the perceptual and production systems never fades away; rather,
is at the very core of language. Bever (2008: 479) also calls attention to a ‘conundrum’ [sic] that
appears when considering aspects of adult language behaviour:
a. Sentence processing involves complex computation of syntax with whole sentences as domain
– it is vertical
b. Language behavior proceeds serially and incrementally – it is horizontal.
Recent research on implicit learning of artificial grammars (Vender et al., 2019; Vender et al., 2020)
suggests that humans build on statistical regularities which are superficial in a signal (a series of red
and blue dots whose appearance on a screen follows a pattern generated by a grammar) as a way to
build generalisations that pertain to the distribution of structurally relevant elements in a way that
leads to abstraction over statistical regularities and rule-like behaviour over the course of a modified
Simon task. In Krivochen (2020a) we propose a method to construct a model for structures of a
simple formal language (thus, ‘vertical’ restrictions) based exclusively on co-occurrence restrictions
(thus, on ‘horizontal’ restrictions). The point is that linear and hierarchical mechanisms impose
distinct (and incompatible) requirements on the computational system in charge of processing external
stimuli: a system cannot satisfy these output conditions unless it oscillated between meta-stable states.
Instead of resting in its least energy state (an attractor; see Spencer et al., 2009: 109), the system (the
‘psychogrammar’, in Bever’s terms) is in permanent oscillation (Binder, 2008: 322); in the present
case, this oscillation takes place between high-dimensional vs. low-dimensional computation, global
vs. local requirements, and ultrametric vs. metric spaces.
If, as argued in Uriagereka (2012: Chapter 7); Saddy (2018), and Krivochen (2018a) (based
on Tesnière, 1959), the computational properties of ‘natural language’ are the result of a dynamical
frustration between global and local tendencies (corresponding to semantic and morpho-phonological
requirements, respectively), then the kind of space delivered by a dynamical frustration should be an
adequate description for the initial state of syntactic workspaces. What kind of spaces do dynamical
frustrations characterise, then? Murtagh (2004b: 168) puts it this way:
“Frustrated optimization problems” are ultrametric, and have been shown as such for spin
glass and related special cases.
If the conditions where syntax operates are those defined by a dynamical frustration, then language
may well be one of these ‘special cases’, from both a computational and a cognitive perspective.
However, the proposal in the present paper is that these properties do not remain constant throughout
the derivational process. A dynamical frustration can give rise to an ultrametric space which is
progressively transformed (metricised) by means of syntactic operations whereby the atoms of
syntactic structure are related.
This process is much better captured if we do not assume from the beginning that the
topology of the syntactic workspace is static and immutable. Murtagh (2004a) argues that highdimensional data processing benefits from an ultrametric treatment (Rammal et al., 1986 provide a
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method to quantify just ‘how ultrametric’ a dataset is); however, for the definition of local syntactic
structures ultrametricity is inadequate. In this context, Saddy (2018) argues that the ground state of
neurocognitive dynamics is an ultrametric space which is not only high-dimensional but also
unrestricted, lacking the possibility of producing usable outputs. This is so because, if syntactic
objects are represented as vectors in the ultrametric space, then the relations between objects needs to
be formalised in terms of vector operations; since distances do not sum, there is no way to guarantee
that vector operations will yield a cumulative output (Saddy, 2018: 323). The process by means of
which creatures map their surroundings can deliver a space in which information is indeed
represented, but without a way to relate pieces of information to each other (reinforce connections,
bring those points in the space closer), such a system cannot generate usable outputs. The information
provided by the sensoria is abundant and complex, and given the usefulness of ultrametric spaces in
categorising high-dimensional data, Saddy’s hypothesis receives some support. In syntactic terms,
Saddy’s argument is that a formalism defined in an ultrametric space has no conditions that can
prevent the generation of local syntactic structure (e.g., a set of lexicalised elementary trees) because
there are no heads or edges, given the ultrametric inequality. However, if the space is metricised, then
we can define lexical heads and their neighbourhoods, which constitute the atoms of syntax in a
lexicalised grammar. Properties of the space where a mathematical construct (including a phrase
marker) is defined, then, gives us some hard constraints with respect to the properties that can be
ascribed to such construct. In our opinion, this is the most important and interesting aspect that
follows from taking the idea of a workspace for syntactic operations seriously: the specific kind of
space that we assume is the canvas for syntactic operations restricts the class of adequate grammars
and operations.
As observed above, dynamical frustrations deliver ultrametricity. At the same time, natural
language syntax is built on Is it possible to reconcile these two insights (one architectural, the other
empirical)? Note that, if there is a dynamical frustration at the core of language (and psychogrammar),
then the space defined by that frustration describes the initial state of syntactic derivations. At this
point, we need to carefully consider the following point: do syntactic operations affect the topological
properties of the workspace? In other words: is it possible that the initial state of the workspace is
affected by syntactic operations in such a way that its topological properties are changed?
What this suggests is that there may be a way to transform an ultrametric space into a metric
space, which entails introducing a variable distance function between points. This has major
consequences for the kind of grammatical formalism that can be formulated in each space: on the one
hand, we can enjoy the advantages of ultrametric spaces as a characterisation of the initial state of the
derivation (distinguishability, constant distances, no biases towards specific relations between
elements); on the other hand, when the ultrametric space is metricised, we can define open
neighbourhoods of lexical heads: these are elementary trees, the building blocks of syntax.
4. What is, then, ‘syntax’?
So far we have a characterisation of the workspace where syntactic operations apply and, in that
space, we have the elements that appear in structural descriptions defined as points or sets thereof
within said space: in this context, elements within the workspace are related when the topology of the
space is perturbed, and elements are drawn closer together. The perturbation of an initially ultrametric
space disrupts said ultrametricity, yielding a metric space (Saddy, 2018; Krivochen, 2018a). The
question now is, what is the role of syntax in this process? If one accepts the proposal that the
dynamical frustration at the core of language delivers an ultrametric space, and also the argument that
syntax requires metricity, then the role of syntax can be defined to be the metricisation of the space:
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syntactic operations partition the space, bringing some elements closer together and making their
neighbourhoods intersect. If these are open, then elements within one neighbourhood become
accessible from the other neighbourhood. In this context, consider the following condition on a
strongly cyclic syntax, from Uriagereka (2012: 75):
Whenever a phrase-marker K is divided into complex sub-components L and M […], the
daughter phrase-marker M that spells-out separately must correspond to an identical term M
within K.
Uriagereka proposes a solution to the problem with which all models of structure interpretation
struggle (be it narrowly syntactic or much more general cognitive mechanisms, see e.g. Rabinovich et
al., 2014; also Feigenson, 2011 for a flexible approach to chunking and grouping): once an input has
been chunked and each part has been subject to an arbitrary set of operations, how to we put
everything back together? From a generative-derivational viewpoint, in which structure is built stepby-step by means of discrete recursive combinatorics (e.g., the operation Merge), the question can be
phrased as: how can separate command units (local monotonically derived phrase markers) be linked?
The problem, when asked specifically about linguistic structures, pertains to the relation between
strict locality and compositionality: if we consider the cases analysed in Section 2, we need both to
define local elementary trees, assign local interpretations, and account for how these local units are
combined. However, given the ubiquity of chunking operations in cognition, the issue is much more
general. What we want to do is provide a way to capture compositionality in both local and longdistance dependencies without having to invoke additional structure in the form of non-terminal nodes
(see Lasnik, 2011; Krivochen, 2015, 2020b for further discussion on the issue of ‘too much structure’
that arises in MGG). A simple case we can deal with is that of substitution (Chomsky, 1955; Joshi &
Kroch, 1985). In traditional phrase structure terms, let K be a term, and let M be a term within K, with
a node L in its frontier. Furthermore, let L be a distinct term (not a part of K). Then, we can substitute
the node L in M with the sub-tree (term) L:
16)

K

K

L
Substitute L ∈ M by L

M

M

L

L

We have been deliberately imprecise with respect to which L we are referring to in each instance, the
reason being that substitution works if and only if L ∈ M is identical to the root of the separate term L
(see Frank, 2002: 17, ff. for discussion). This is a simple case, which can correspond to clausal
complementation (see Bresnan, 1971 for an early treatment of clausal complementation in terms very
similar to these):
17)

John wished [that Mary would go out with him]

(17) contains two clausal domains in a hypotactic relation; each of these clausal domains corresponds
to an elementary tree. The bracketed clause, whose lexical anchor is the verb go out (call it L) is
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subordinated to the elementary tree headed by the verb wish (call it M). Then, a derivation of (17)
using cyclic substitution goes along the following lines (cf. Uriagereka’s citation above):
18) a. [M John wished [L]]]
b. [L that Mary would go out with him]
c. [K [M John wished [L that Mary would go out with him]]] (via substitution targeting L)
In this case, what we have done is link the neighbourhoods of two points, go out and wish, by
identifying the same node in both syntactic terms. But we still have a problem: how do we get the
relation John-him to hold? In an MGG-style phrase structure grammar it is necessary to invoke
additional devices (e.g., indexing, plus a level of representation where indices are identified and
interpreted) which allows the grammar to identify John and him as NPs which are assigned a unique
referential index. Here we find one of the big payoffs of taking topological spaces seriously: we can
define elements in a structure by means of coordinates, or addresses. If we do not pay attention to
their phonological form (John vs. him), then we can simply assign each syntactic node an address that
corresponds to the interpretation10 of that node; the interpretation of neighbourhoods proceeds in a
directly compositional manner. Let Δ stand for the address which points towards the interpretation of
‘John’ (John refers to the word, ‘John’ to the entity). Then we need to revise (18) as in (19):
19) a. [M Δ wished [L]]]
b. [L that Mary would go out with Δ]
If syntactic nodes are Gorn addresses (as in Sarkar & Joshi, 1997; see Gorn, 1967), then once
L substitutes for L in M, we simply have a single instance of the address Δ in two distinct syntactic
contexts. Note that substitution itself is allowed because the grammar is capable of identifying
identical labels; what we call L is also an address, which corresponds to the neighbourhood of go out.
The process of substitution and adjunction depend on the grammar being able to read addresses, and
addresses make sense if they point somewhere: that somewhere is a location in the workspace. These
addresses serve to identify corresponding expressions: if nodes on distinct elementary trees T and T’
are assigned the same address, then a derived tree that contains T and T’ will collapse those nodes into
one. In a model like Saddy’s, where syntactic objects are vectors in a topological space, then the
vector that defines the syntactic objects is the same, only its context of occurrence changes. Identity is
not defined in terms of indexes or external elements added to the representation, but simply in terms
of where the addresses point towards. It is crucial to note that, if syntactic operations are required to
yield tree-like structures in which an element cannot be dominated by more than a single node (the socalled Single Mother Condition; Sampson, 1975) then we are required to multiply the entities in the
structural description: because syntactic context is defined in terms of dominance (and possibly also
precedence; see McCawley, 1968), Δ dominated by K and Δ dominated by with in L already have a
mother node and cannot have another; in MGG each needs to be a distinct object for purposes of
syntactic operations. However, this multiplication of entities does not arise in the present proposal;
topologically, the identification of Δ in K and Δ in L (which we will refer to as ΔK and ΔL for
concreteness) amounts to having d(ΔK, ΔL) = 0. A proper formalisation of the notion of workspace
allows us to simplify the mechanisms of the grammar, in this case dispensing with independent
indexing mechanisms.

10

This interpretation can be defined, as in Krivochen (2018b), as the translation of the NP into intensional logic
(in the sense of Montague, 1973). For reasons of space and scope we will not go deeper into this here.
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More interesting issues arise when we consider complex cases. For instance, the annotated examples
in (20):
20) a. [Which picture of himselfj]i did Johnj say Mary likes __i
b. Johni wondered [which picture of himselfi/j]k Billj saw __k (Chomsky, 1995: 205, ex. 36 a)
The approach to chain formation in Martin & Uriagereka (2014: 174, ff.) allows for a phrase marker
to ‘fold’, creating a torus of sorts. In their view,
Chains are best represented as being comprised of several simultaneous derivational stages, so
that in principle they exist in one or the other stage (say, the ‘foot’ or the ‘head’ of the chain, in
these instances). To interpret a chain in a particular chain-state ρ is to collapse the chain in ρ.
(bolds in the original)
But, under present assumptions, there is no ‘chain collapse’ mechanism, because there are no chains
stricto sensu: we have a set of local neighbourhoods of lexical heads, each of which is in turn a set of
addresses and relations. In graph-theoretic terms, these relations can be identified with annotated arcs
(Johnson & Postal, 1980; Postal, 2010), or by defining a total order relation between addresses which
defines a unique walk through the graph (Krivochen, 2018b). In either case, when neighbourhoods
intersect via substitution or adjunction, identical addresses in distinct neighbourhoods are treated as a
single element, since it is just an instruction to retrieve an interpretation (or a portion of the lexical
space; see e.g. Manzini & Savoia, 2011: Introduction for related discussion).
While a ‘head-foot’ gluing or folding (as proposed in Martin & Uriagereka, 2014) could work for
(12), making ends meet and identifying ΔK and ΔL, the same mechanism cannot work in (20) because
there are embedded syntactic terms which contain addresses that coincide with addresses in the matrix
clause. Let us unpack this: let Greek letters stand for the addresses that correspond to specific
syntactic terms. In this context, let us consider the structure of (20a), indicating only the variables that
correspond to John (whose address will be Δ) and Mary (whose address will be Φ):
21) [Which picture of Δ] did Δ say Φ likes
But this cannot be right, because there is a ‘gap’ licensed by the transitive verb like. Regardless of
how we represent filler-gap relations (see, e.g., Chomsky & Lasnik, 1977; Gazdar, 1982; Joshi &
Kroch, 1985; Sag, 2010), there has to be a way to indicate that the term [which picture of Δ] satisfies
the valency of like, but it also receives an operator interpretation:
22) For which x, x a picture of John, John said Mary likes x
The same procedure as in (17), substitution at the frontier of the tree, would not work. The reason is
that we need the structural description not only to fold, but also to self-intersect: there is a Δ in the
subject position of the matrix clause, and a Δ within the operator complex [which picture of Δ].
Furthermore, this operator complex also appears in two contexts, as evidenced informally in (22).
How would this be solved in a transformational, combinatory-based syntax? By multiplying the nodes
and incorporating a notion of indexing that takes care of identification whenever relevant:
23) [Which picture of himselfj]i did Johnj say Mary likes ti
The derivation of (23) along classical generative lines requires, at least, the following:
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•
•

•
•

A set of operations (phrase structure rules, IM / EM, MERGE, etc.) to generate the string
John said Mary likes which picture of himself
A movement rule that displaces the syntactic term [which picture of himself] from its base
position as the complement of like to the ‘left periphery’ (adjoined to the root), call it Whmovement (Chomsky & Lasnik, 1977: 434)
An indexing rule that keeps track of occurrences of syntactic terms. It needs to be able to
assign the same index to John and himself, but also to which picture of himself and t.
A rule that inserts the dummy auxiliary do to spell-out tense and agreement features

Interestingly, much of this complication emerges because interrogatives are assumed to derive from
declaratives by means of application of further rules (in other words, declaratives are assumed to be
derivationally more basic than interrogatives, requiring less rules to be generated). But what happens
if we take interrogatives and declaratives as equally ‘basic’ structures, and only care about providing a
map of dependencies between syntactic objects in terms of the distance between those objects, which
are points in the syntactic workspace? In that case, we can summarise what we need to capture:
•
•

John and himself denote the same sortal entity
The syntactic object Which picture of himself occurs11 in two syntactic contexts

We can express the above two points as follows:
24) d(John, himself) = 0
But we know that (24) can only be the case if John = himself by (8b), which is equivalent to saying
that John and himself have the same address in the workspace. Consequently, we do not need to
incorporate any additional terminal node or indexing mechanism (or reconstruction procedure),
provided that we have the dependency in (24) and the identity property holds for the space where the
dependency in (24) holds (see (7b)). In a lexicalised grammar, picture would also head its own
elementary tree, which means that we need to consider, on the one hand, the interpretation of the
address corresponding to ‘John’; on the other, the interpretation of the elementary tree where that
address occurs. We can present the procedure as follows:
25) 1. Define the neighbourhood of picture; assign a (directly compositional) interpretation
2. Define the neighbourhood of like; this requires us to define the neighbourhood of picture as
a proper subset in the neighbourhood of like
3. We have the interpretation of the neighbourhood of picture, use that as part of the input for
the (directly compositional) interpretation of the neighbourhood of like
The notion of ‘occurrence’ used in the context of Chomskyan Minimalism is far from clear. The terms
‘occurrence’, ‘copies’, ‘repetitions’ have been used in a transformational framework (Collins & Groat, 2018;
Chomsky, 1995, 2019), but they correspond to intra-theoretical entities which depend on there being copying
and chopping transformations (in the sense of Ross, 1967) and an indexing mechanism over elements in a
Numeration and in the derivation. Many of the problems identified in Collins & Groat (2018); Collins & Stabler
(2016); Chomsky (2019) arise because derivations operate over sets of lexical items and sets of sets of lexical
items, with workspaces being defined over these (Collins & Stabler, 2016: Definition 10). Chomsky (2013: 40)
uses copies and repetitions as types of occurrences, without defining any of these terms. In (2000: 115) he says
that ‘an occurrence of α in K to be the full context of α in K.’, where K is a syntactic object. Presumably, the
‘context’ refers to the mother-daughter nodes of α. There is a confusion, we think, between phrase markers as
sets and diagrams of phrase markers (trees) (see also Postal, 2010: 7; McCawley, 1998: 47-48).
The approach adopted here is in this sense diametrically opposite to the Minimalist one: we are concerned with
workspaces as topological spaces; these are indeed sets of points but we are concerned about the distance
function between points in these spaces.
11
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4. Define the neighbourhood of say; this contains an element whose address is the same as an
address in the neighbourhood of like
5. Link the elementary trees by substitution
6. Unify all nodes with the same address
These need not be interpreted as sequential steps Von Neumann-style; because there is no separation
between lexicon and syntax, the operations glossed in (25) disrupt the ultrametricity of the lexicon
(which gives us distinguishability, organisation of the data, and absence of prior biases) and yields a
metric space by bringing some points in that space closer together, defining the neighbourhood of
lexical heads. Thus, steps (25.1), (25.2), and (25.4) proceed in parallel.
In the end, what we have is a self-intersecting oriented structure (i.e., a graph with loops) defined
in metric space: we have nodes which correspond to (Intensional Logic translations of) basic
expressions of the language and which are connected; these connections are represented by edges
between those nodes which encode the distance that separates any given nodes within a space. Note
that the process of metricisation we assume here only needs one space, because (unlike Y-model based
architectures of the grammar) there is no separation between a lexicon component and a syntactic
component: ‘syntax’ is something that ‘happens to the (topology of the) lexicon’, informally put (see
also Stroik & Putnam, 2013 for a related perspective). Also, it is important to point out that the
operations do not extend the space, if anything, the portion of the lexical space that we care about gets
literally smaller as points are drawn closer together (consequently, nothing like the Extension
Condition applies). The system sketched here is thus (at least partially) compatible with Chomsky’s
(2019) desiderata for a theory of operations in the syntactic workspace.
5. Conclusions
We can now summarise some aspects of the theoretical proposal as has been presented so far.
We have proposed an explicit definition of workspace, and related the mathematical properties of the
syntactic workspace to the kinds of operations and relations that can hold between terms in that space.
The ground state of the syntactic workspace is defined by the dynamical frustration between highdimensional and low-dimensional structures: semantics and linearisation requirements. This
dynamical frustration defines an ultrametric space with a strong separation axiom (specifying closed
neighbourhoods for all points). But in such a space it is not possible to define syntactic dependencies,
which require a notion of variable distance in order to restrict the application of structure mapping
rules (consider Relativised Minimality, Minimal Link, Attract Closest, etc.). The selection of a lexical
array disrupts the ultrametricity of the initial state of the syntactic workspace, with major
consequences: if in this ultrametric space distinct points have closed disjoint neighborhoods then
disrupting the ultrametricity of a space by defining neighbourhoods and bringing points closer
together also impacts on this characteristic: closed neighbourhoods become open ones. Syntactic
operations create intersections between the neighborhoods of lexical heads; these are elementary trees
in the LTAG sense and allow for non-monotonic derivations (for which we have provided empirical
motivation from Spanish auxiliary chains). The resulting metric space displays topological
distinguishability as well as variable distances between points (Willard, 2004; Munkres, 2000)12,
which is what we want for syntactic structures.

12

Saddy (2018: 323) conceives of the neighbourhoods of lexical heads as manifolds (high-dimensional
topological structures which are only locally Euclidean) in an ultrametric space. The disruption of the initial
state ultrametricity is a consequence of syntactic operations, as here. Saddy explains the process as follows:
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This paper started as an effort to explore the concept of workspace, which plays an important
role in current MGG. In what pertains to the problem of making explicit the properties of spaces
where syntactic operations take place (call them Merge, Copy, Transfer –from somewhere to
somewhere else-; see Chomsky, 2019; Chomsky et al., 2019), we argued that syntactic derivations
involve the metricisation of an initially ultrametric space; and that structure is built when the topology
of that ultrametric space is disrupted such that points within that space are brought closer together.
Conceiving of syntactic terms as addresses to points in a space allows us to dispense with inaudible
additional structure (the multiplication of nodes in chains). Furthermore, we eliminate the distinction
between a lexical space and a syntactic space by having ‘syntax’ be a set of local topological
transformations of the lexical space. Problems related to the multiplication of workspaces in copying
operations (External Merge as copy from the lexicon to the syntactic workspace and Internal Merge as
copy from and to the syntactic workspace) thus do not arise.
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